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Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement 
By Whitney Chadwick 
(N.Y. Graphic Society/Little, Brown & Co., Inc., 1985) 

By Judith A Beckman, Department of Art History, Olio State University 

No artistic movement since Romanticism has 
elevated the image of woman to as signifu:ant a role in 
the creative life of man as S11TTealinn did; no grm,p or 
movement has ever def~d n,ch a revolllliDnary role 
for her. And no other movement has had n,ch a large 
munbu of active women participant,_ (Chadwick) 

It is from this large number of women 
participants in Surrealism that Whitney 
Chadwick has selected the artists to discuss in 
Women Artists and the Surrealist MovcmcnL 
Chadwick is careful to explain in her 
introduction that she is dealing with a group 
of artists associated with Surrealism during 
the period 19'2~1947, not with the question of 
what makes an artist a Surrealist The women 
discussed arc associated with Surrealism 
through various roles - as muses or sources of 
inspiration for male Surrealists, as sources for 
male artists' erotic imagery, or as actively 
producing artists themselves. All of these 
~omen artists saw themselves as functioning 
independently of the Surrealist inner circle 
and not as formulators of Surrealist ideology. 

The author makes her feminist perspective 
clear early on. In the introduction, she rejects 
commonly-held beliefs about women 
Surrealist5> such as the idea that their role as 
muse outweighed their role as artist - an idea 
disproven by the large number of women 
artists who continued actively to exhibit and 
develop after leaving the Surrealist movement 
proper. Chadwick also discusses the obstacles 
facing women Surrealists; they rejected their 
conventional upbringing, received little or no 
encouragement to become professional artists, 
and Jacked role models upon whom they could 
pattern their behavior and artistic production. 
Chadwick states that she wishes not to isolate 
the women artists of Surrealism, but to make 
their history accessible for future histories 
and to remedy male-biased prior histories of 

Surrealism. She also wishes to assess the ways 
Surrealism failed to meet the needs of its 
women artists; for example, Surrealism exalted 
the idea of women (as muse, as erotic) but not 
real women. The diversity of individual 
experience, rather than the doctrine of 
Surrealism, is part of what Chadwick explores. 

The first chapter discusses the position of 
the woman as muse, the image of man's 
inspiration and salvation. The author presents 
the historical development of the polarized 
view of women inherited from nineteenth 
century Romanticism and Symbolism - the 
virtuous f emme-enfant versus the evil femme-
fatale. She examines women's inspiration of 
visual art as well as of Surrealist poetry and 
prose, citing such lesser-known examples as 
Oala Eluard (who inspired husband and poet 
Paul Eluard and artists Max Ernst and 
Salvador Dali1 Marie-Berthe Aurcnchc (who 
married Max Ernst1 and photographer Lee 
Miller (who inspired Man Ray} In this 
chapter Chadwick combines historical 
explanation with feminist perspective through 
her discussion of the mythical image of 
"Oradiva", an image drawn from Wilhelm 
Jensen's novel of that name and from Freud's 
subsequent analysis of the work. This image 
eventually subsumed the real lives of real 
women associated with Surrealism, turning 
women into abstraction. 

This introduction to the women of 
Surrealism smoothly leads us to the second 
chapter, "The Muse as Artist," in which 
Chadwick discusses individual artists, their 
early lives, their relationship to the Surrealist 
movement, and their self-portraits. The author 
attempts to extrapolate appropriate 
generalizations concerning the position of 
women artists in Surrealism. Consistently 
demonstrating a feminist viewpoint, she tells 
us that the idealized vision of woman as muse 



or femmwafut was ao help to women 
seeking uti1tic identity and maturity, and that 
the self-portrait became a "metaphor for the 
womu arti1t'1 attempt to resolve the 
Surrealist polarities of inner and outer reality." 
Further, the isolation of women arti1t1 from 
the shared ideology of the male Surrealists 
often forced the women to frequent 
self-examination {e.g., the numerous 
self-portraits of Frida Kahlo} According to 
Chadwick, "Surrealism provided a supportive 
enviroament for women artists' exploration of 
inner reality; it did not furnish them with a 
shared set of uti1tic goalL As a result, most 
of them did not see themselves u true 
Surrealists; at the core of their art lay only 
individual reality." Perhaps this is one reason 
art history has found it so difficult to deal 
with the women of Surrealism. Women artists 
rejected the search for an idealized Other ud 
instead examined themselveL 

The third chapter, "Revolution and 
Sexuality," contrut1 the male Surrealists' view 
of sexuality with that of the female 
Surreali1tL We find with no great surprise 
that for the males, women's sexuality wu 
def iaed in terms of male desires, often 
inOuncecl by the Marquis de Sade's 
mythology of slavery and violence. What is 
interoatiag is that Surrealist women artists 
usually avoided 1'otb imapry of adult female 
sexual experience and the eroticization of the 
male image u well When erotic ima1ea do 
appear ia women'• work, Chadwick tel11 111, 
they often parody the male uti1t'1 use of the 
erotic female... For example, in Leonor Fiai'a 
Chthoaoiaa Divinity Watching over the Sleep 
of a Young Man (1947), tile artist 1ubatitutea aa 
androgynous male figure watched over by a 
female diety for tile tnditioaal allegorical 
female nude of sixteenth century paintings 
like Cnaach'• Nymph of the Source. 

Related to sexuality is tile idea of 
motherhood. la 1eneral, Surrealist women 
uti1t1' representations of motherhood are, u 
Chadwick puts it, "leas thu positive." 
Dorothea Tannings'• Maternity (1946), Frida 
Kahlo'1 My Birth (1932), or Remedios Varo'1 
Celestial Pablum (1958) typify this viewpoint 
Chadwick explains that women artists had to 

attempt "to reconcile traditional female role• 
with lives u artists in a movement that prized 
above all else tile innocence of childhood and 
violently attacked the iaatitution of family 
life." The women artists, trying to reject 
convention in order to fit into tile movement, 
were ia general not interested ia motherhood. 
For male Surrealists, tile idea of 
generation/life force came to be represented 
by sexuality; for the women Surreai1t1, it wa1 
represented by nature or earth'• cycleL 

Chapter four treats tile identif icatioa of 
women with nature by tile Surrealist 
movement, an idea eadoraed by arti1t1 1Uch u 
Frida Kahlo, Meret Oppenheim, Bileea Apr, 
and ltlaell Collqahuoa. The women artiitt, 
according to Chadwick, aeemed intuitively to 
identify women with tile secret forces of 
nature and its regeaentive powerL Perhaps 
Frida Kahlo's wort i1 one of tile cleareat 
examples of self-identification with nature, as 
in Roots (1943) or The Little Deer (1946). 
Kahlo coaaisteatly de-romanticized tile male 
view of woman u nature goddeas by 
representing her own painful physical reality 
along with nature symbols. Many women'• 
works, however, rejected the idea of nature u 
female and nurturing. As Chadwick 
elaborates, "Apr and Miller were both 
attracted to bizarre and unusual forms in 
nature, Toyea saw it as a political metaphor 
for man's inhumanity, and Sage turned it into 
a mirror, reflecting back an uacompromisia1 
vision of psychic aridity." 

Surrealism often deals with faatuy, magic, 
transformation; in tile chapter "Women Artiltl 
and the Hermetic Tradition" the a11tJaor 
diacmse1 how Surrealism's general intereat in 
tile uacoaaciou and the my1teriou1 led to an 
explontion of women'• inborn pown. 
Chadwick now present• us with dais intriguing 
idea: "A linking of alchemy and the erotic 
offered tile male Surrealist tile 1ureat meaa, to 
the reconciliation of oppoaites and tile 
unveiling of tile 'marvelou1~ for tbe womaa 
artiat mytla, alcbemy, and the occult became a 
meaas of repoueuiag creative powen 10•1 
submerged by Weatera ciYilizatioa." Chadwick 
provide• u1 with an euminatioa of viaual and 
literary worts by Leonor Fini, Remedios Varo, 



Ithell Colqubuoo, and othen to support this 
idea. She further suggests that this was the 
f int step, though not with this end in mind, of 
the recent feminist search for an archetypal 
Great Goddess. It is important that Surrealist 
women began to create a new self-image for 
the woman utist by recognizing women's 
creative powers, previously ignored or rejected 
by patriuchal society. 

One of the moat enlightening diacoverie1 
for me was how f rc,quently women Surrealists 
teaded .u LJIOIIP toward ao art of pcnaoal 
nurative. Of course I knew this about certain 
utists like Kablo or Curington, but in the 
chapter "Cycles of Narrative Fantasy" I came 
to realize the extent to which women 
Surrealists practiced this mode. Since the 
verbal and visual ue connected in Surrealism, 
most Surrealists both wrote and made visual 
art, often narrative. Io this chapter, Chadwick 
disc111se1 several lesser known artists working 
in both written and visual forms. Grace 
Pailthorpe uled Surrealist images to support 
her investiptions in psychology, Valentine 
Hugo illustrated Surrealist texts, and 
Valentine Penrose did collages and wrote 
poetry. Eventually, as the realities of wu in 
the l940s began to overtake the Surrealists' 
concern with the unconscious, many women 
Surrealists toot on different roles; for 
example, Lee Miller became a wu 
correspondent and photojournalist, 
incorporating both the verbal and the visual 
into her new role. 

In her last chapter, Chadwick concludes 
that Surrealist women were contradictory. 
The position acribed to them by Sureali1m 
provided one souce of contradiction. 
"Conflict over women's closene11 to the inner 
sources of creation, in life u well u ut, 
se"ed to perpetuate contradictory roles 
ascribed to women in Surrealism. In the 

external world, women were extolled for their 
courage and daring, praised for their 
uninhibited behavior, and encouraged to 
create and exhibit their work. But wbea it 
came to interulwn1 u ima1e of woma, the 
femme-enfut and the erotic muse prevailed, 
images that could be ablorbecl into the male 
act of creation, completing it without 
competing with it." 

Women Arti1t1 and the Smealilt 
Movement i• the lint in-depth 1hldJ OD this 
.topic...Alld. ORO IOl'elJ 1Mdect Cbedwict . .bu 
used excerpts from interviews, letten, 
unpublished autobiosraphiet, wridnp, and 
poems, u well 11 secondary sources, to preseat 
the reader with a comprehensive view of the 
women a110Ciated with Surrealism and their 
position within this major movement. The 
boot includcl 220 illustrations, many of which 
ue beautiful color plates. Unfortunately, 
there ue no reproductions of male Surrealists' 
works (aside from photographs of the women 
uti1t1) for purposes of comparison. 
Convenient figure/plate numbers in the 
mugins help the reader find the reproduction 
ref erred to in the text. The autbor bu 
frequently included useful and iaformative 
inserts, accompanied by black and white 
photographs, which succinctly describe the 
activities of the Surrealists. The text itself i• 
an elegant and readable scholuly examination 
of the subject. The author included euctiag 
footnotes, biographical aotes, and bibliography. 
The biographical section is extremely ueful 
because the thematic organization of the boot 
inhibits a cleu grasp of the individual uti1t. 
The select but very adequate bibliosraphy i• 
divided into a boob/catalogues section and an 
uticles/periodicals section, a useful division 
for the future reseucher on this subject. In 
all, I found Chadwick'• wort both fascinating 
and well-1tr11cturecl It is not a boot to skim 
but one to ponder. 



Imaps of Women in Uterature. Fourth Edition. 
Edited by Mary Anne Ferpson 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1986) 

By Jlildred B. Jlfllfllay, IA,_.,1IIDII of E-,lul&, Tit, Oltio SIIIU 
Uniwrlity, Elflfflla 

I know of no anthology of literature by 
and about women more enduring and more 
consiatently valuable than Mary AIUle 
Ferguson'• Image• of Women in Literature, 
now in it• fourth edition. (I exclude from 
consideration here the recent Gilbert and 
Oubar compendium aa aui generiL) My 
abelvea are loaded with textbook• - now 
bopeleuly dated, irretrievably out of print -
designed for Women'• Studies counea and 
claiming to reflect the latest and soundest in 
feminist thinking. A few, in the aocial 
sciences principally, have achieved aecoad 
editions; Image• only, among the literature 
texts, baa survived thirteen yearL The 
editorial material, conaide:ably revised, 
maintain• breadth, integrity, and 
level-beadedneaa; the abort atoriea, poems, 
plays, and - new in the fourth edition -
diaries and memoirs, while increased in 
number and variety, demonstrate again 
Professor Ferguson's impeccable literary 
judgement and sense of "teacbabillty." 

I reviewed the first edition (1973) of 
Images of Women in Literature for College 
Composition and Communication (February 
1974), noting the editor'• unerring taste and 
sound critical perspectiveL These qualities 
have continued through succeasive editions, 
though categories of "images" have been 
changed, reorganized, redefined. Certainly the 
term "images of women" has been scorned 
recently, by some Women's Studies teachers, as 
bopeleaaly superannuated; many "images" 
cour1e1 have given way to esoteric critical 
approaches baaed on deconstructionism, reader 
response. theory., liapiaticL Of coune one can 
burble naively about image• - "Here'• an 
image and here's another and ain't it awful" -
but given a more sophisticated vision, one can 
find no better introduction to f eminiat 
thinking about literature and related aocial 

phenomena than Prof easor Ferg111011'1 
anthology. Most current "traditional" 
undergraduates were wearing diapers when 
Women's Studies courses began to appear; they 
can't, of course, remember a time when 
negative stereotypes about women were almott 
universally accepted u truth, even by women 
themselves. And many 1tudent1 ia tile 
mid-1911J'a have not yet begun to question -wily, 
in certain American Literature counea, Walt 
Wbitmu ia solemaly and respectfully 
discuased for three weeks while tho "qaaiat, 
reclusive" Emily Dickinson i• dismissed (with 
a giggle or two) in twenty minutet. Muy 
undergraduates, u well u some graduate 
students, think rm beating a dead bone wlaea 
I talk about coatinuing aocial and ecoaomic 
inequitieL The "images" approacla, without 
unduly alienating these young conaervativea, 
can confirm the fact that many women still 
occupy isolating and restrictive pedestals, that 
women are still judged by ago and appearance 
and defined in relatioa to men, that aiaglo 
women and lesbians are still objects of pity, 
hostility, and scorn. 

Images bas not remaiaed the same 
throughout tbirteen years; it baa beea 
expanded q111Dtitatively and qualitatively. 
The first edition attacked stereotypes witla 
clarity and directneu - the 1ubmi11ive wile, 
the angelic (or suffocating) mother, the 
dominating, bitchy wife, the seductreu, the aex 
object, the old maid - each category illutratod 
by appropriate literary examples, principally 
abort 1torieL The seventh and final sectioa 
examined "the liberated women" and aakod, 
tentatively, "What Price Freedomr (I 
remember vividly the gloom that always 
descended halfway through every one of my 
early "Women in Literature" courses; we 
contemplated the future with fear ud, 
sometimes, loathing. Did "liberation" off er 



oaly lonelinea1, insecurity, male hostility and 
violence?) The second edition of Images, four 
yean later, evoked fewer tremon; the superb 
analytical introduction was retained, some of 
the categories were modified or "gended 
down," and t0me new material wu added. 

In the third edition {1981~ Prof euor 
Ferguon expuded the scope and focus of 
images: new penpectivea, new examples, new 
aathon. The "What Price Freedomr section, 
which accuntely reflected the lean 
surrouding iiberation" in the early 19'10's, 
pve way to the upbeat "Women Becoming." 
The fourth edition retains this positive view 
and addl "Self-Images" - image• not conferred 
but choseL Another new factor i• the 
cautious inclusion of several lesbian writer• in 
the "Women Without Men" section. A1 in 
previou edition1, an extensively updated 
annotated bibliography concludes the book. 

ne closely drawn stereotypes of the 
recent put have, in the 19111'1 been partially 

1upeneded by recognition of widened 
vocational and domestic and relational 
pouibilitiea. Images richly incorporates much 
of this diversity while continuing to recognize 
the monolithic penuiveneu of crippling 
stereotypes. It i1, and ha• alway• been, much 
more than a textbook. It "works" in the 
cla1uoom, but femiai1t therapi1t1 have fouad 
it to be useful in encouraging women to talk 
hone1dy about themselves. And to my 
coatiaued delight, the editor ha• made 
available more and more f emini1t literature of 
a high order, much of it previously entombed 
on dusty library lbelvea. 

Profeuor Mary Anne Fer1u1oa i1 a 
pioneer in academic feminism. She holds a 
doctorate from The Ohio State Uoivenity and 
wu recently chair of the Department of 
English at the Uaivenity of Mauachusettl at 
Boston. Whatever happens to Women'• 
Studies cour1e1 in the future, 1tudeot1 and 
teachen and f emini1ts generally will be 
immeasurably in her debt. 

Women, Reltpm, and Social Chanae 
Edited by Yvonne Yasbeck Haddad and Ellison Banks Findly 
(Albany: SUNY Presa, 19m) 

By Lau Frt111Ul, D,po,tMffll of Plilolopl,y, Ullinrlily of Colorado 

Thi• book is a compilation of studies 
solicited for the symposium on "Women, 
Religion and Social Change," held at Hartford 
Seminary, Hutford, Connecticut in 1981 It 
coali1ts of twenty chapters grouped into four 
sections: "Women and the Formation of 
Religious Tradition," "Social Transformation, 
the Role of Women and Traditional Religious 
ln1titutioo1," "Woman, Religion and 
Revolution in the Modero World," and 
"Women, Religion and the Transformation of 
Society in North AmeriCL" ne fields in which 
the cootributon {the majority of whom ue 
women) wort include religious studies, 
theology, history, Judaic studies, Islamic 
studies, art history, and anthropology. 

Let me preface my remuks by exposing my 
bias on the subject. A1 a philosopher, I am 
interested in the concepts and world-views 
implicit in religious institutions and practices. 
Io general, I wu disappointed by the purely 
expository focus of much of the material, 
finding many of the articles to be rather dry 
recitation• of factL However, "Oargi at the 
Xing'1 Court Women and Philosophic 
Innovation in Ancient India," by EllilOD Banks 
Findly, was more 1ucceslf ul in holding my 
interest, analyzing an accout in the Upaniaad 
of a philosophical tournament at the court of 
King Janab, in which a woman, Oargi, 
di1tiaguisJae1 benelf. Oargi'• thouglat, Findly 
1ugest1, may be seen a• a break from reliance 



on tradition and authority in favor of 
experientially-based reasoaiag. She may also 
have been coa1iderod heterodox m bor time, 
u1iag a style of quoationiag which IOOI 
experience u a network of caulal relation• 
without f ouadational principle. Thia style did 
not gaia favor in Indian thought until tho 
early Buddhi~l ~ri~ Although Fin~y 
discu1ae1 some of the philosophical themes, tho 
focus of the paper i1 on the implications of 
Gargi'• behavior and treatment for the 1tatu1 
of women. Tbua, although there was some 
philosophical material bore, it wa1 secondary 
to tho author'• purpose. 

Another standout article was written by 
Donna Marie Wulff, "Images and Roloa of 
Women in Bengali Vai1nava padavali kirtan". 
Wulff briefly discusses the Tantric ideals of 
androgyny in both divme and human 1pberoa, 
and gooa on to explore the Vaianava (a 
movement in the tantric tradition) view that 
women's roligiou1 devotion is the standard, 
while men must symbolically 'become female' 
for religious purposes. Such a requirement 
brmgs to mmd the better known insi1tonce of 
many Western religious traditions on limiting 
full participation in religious life to men, or 
requiring women to symbolically 'become 
male' m order to participate. Tho Vaianava 
f omale domination of religious devotion is 
notable and powerful because it revene1 tho 
more widoapread male centered practices in 
Bengal (not to mention much of the world} 
Of particular interest is the story of Radha, a 
lover of the god 1Cri1hna, not only portrayed 
a1 a strong woman, but exalted over and 
doacribed as having power over Krishna 
himself. In Vai1nava devotion, only women 
may enter tho sacred grove• of Queen RadbL 
Male devotees must "assume a female mode of 
being". Contemporary Bengal women 
frequently interpret the story of Radba in 
torm1 of the position of women and men in 
their aociety. One woman inteniewod by 
Wulff expoudod feminist views that wont so 
far as to devalue men and suggoated that 
"worthlou" men would have to take over 
women's traditional, apparently demeaning 
work. 

The Iroquois aociety is frequently cited as 
one in which women wield considerable power 

and enjoy high statuL Annemarie Shimooy, in 
her chapter "lroq11oi1 Religion and Women in 
Historical Penpective," oumino1 this 
traditional view, and rovoal1 some of itl 
limitationL She details the changes uder1one 
by the cultve u a consequence of European 
influcace. For example, in tho aevonteenth 
cent_uryt ~~_c,~. trade alliances with various 
tribes encoura1ed inter-tribal conflict, 
resulting m more warlike behavior and serious 
declme in the male population. The absence 
of men propelled the women into positions of 
greater leadenhip. Yet this leadenbip wu 
not supreme. First, the chief which the 
headwoman wa1 roapon1ible for nominating 
was always male; and even this right wu 
limited by the requirement of clan approval. 
On the other band, m Iroquois religious 
practices, women's and men's fuction1 are 
equal, but divided. Stoves, doors, and seating 
for example, are separated by gender, but 
female and male "faithkeepen" have equal 
1tatu1 and cooperate to run Loagbouse 
ceremonieL 

Although the book devotes greater 
attention to eastern culture than to woatern (a 
laudable corrective to the western biu of most 
studies of this subject), it concludes with two 
interesting cbapten on contemporary 
American culture. Antoinette Iadarola 
examines the attitudes towards women of the 
American Catholic bishops; Ellen M. Umansky 
addresses American Jewish life. The latter 
notes the invoc;ation by some Jewish women of 
Sbechinah, She-Who-Dwells-Within, the 
feminine element of God which, although 
described m Jewish mysticism, is generally 
ignored. Another innovation, by Rabbi Lynn 
Gottlieb, is mentioned: the replacement of the 
male prayer thanking God that be was not 
born a woman with one thanking Sbecbinab. 
"who made me a woman m your image." 

This book could aene u a useful 
reference tool for someone researchina the 
1tatu1 and accomplishment of women in 
various world religions, oapecially thoae of the 
third world. It bouts a aubatantial index, and 
chapter titles are reasonably descriptive of 
their conteatL ltl uaofulaeu here is somewhat 
limited, however, by the fact that many of the 
chapten used what wore presumably 'standard' 



abbreviations in the footnotes, but no key to 
those abbreviation• was provided. This 
oversight limits the citations' usefulaeu for 
those outside the immediate field of the 
chapter. I found the writin1 overall to be too 
dry to recommend it u a textbook. 
Furthermore, while coverage of different 
cultures and religions wu extensive, it wu not 

Women in Soviet Prisons. 
By Helene Camina 
(New York: Puagon House, 1986) 

comprehensive. There wu no coverage of 
contemporary feminist paganism, for example, 
evea though the Oocldeu movemeat i1 at tlae 
forefront of femiaist spirituality. Fiaally, 
several pages in the review copy were 
smudged aad difficult to read. I do aot know 
whether other copies 1uff ered limiluly. 

Rl\9ian Factory Women: Workplace and Society, MM9l4. 
By Rose L Glldmum 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984} 

By Lynn Viola, Stau Uniwrlity a/ New Yark at BbagNlllltOII 

In the last five years or so, the history of 
women in Russia has taken a new turn, 
preceded by development in Ru11ian history 
in general, and, more 1pecifically, by 
developments in the field of women's history. 
The "pioneers" of Ru11ian women's history 
(Clements, Engel Farnsworth, Stites, et al.) 
began their wort with a study of the political 
and intellectual history of women in Russia, 
especially with studies of women in the 
radical movementL nis concentration wu 
based on several important factors: access to 
and richness of sources, a well-developed 
secondary literature on Russian radicalism, 
and, perhaps most important, the heroism, 
courage, and intrinsic drama of the subject 
The "pioneers" have now moved into social 
history and are begioning to produce (1titt in 
uticle form) studies of the silent women of 
Ru11ia and the Soviet Union, the working cla11 
and the peasantry. Behind the pioneers, there 
is a new generation of graduate studeats and 
younger scholars, who have benefitted from 
the wort of their elders and who ue now 
posed to mate serious coatributions to the 
social history of women in Russia. ne 
history of women in Russia is coming of age. 

ne consequence of these new developments i1 
immense both for our understandiag of 
Ru11ian history and our ability to transmit a 
more complete picture of the social fabric of 
Russia to our 1tudentL Teaching the history 
of women in Russia i1 no mean tut. There 
ha• Iona been a dearth of 1ooc1 secondary 
materials, and, in puticulu, secoadary 
material printed in inexpensive paperbackL 
Consequently, instruction bu depended largely 
upon the use of primary materials in 
translation, something which i1 often difficult 
in colleps and universities lactina a aood 
rcsscarcla library. Portuaately, the expulioa of 
the field of Ruuiu women'• history is 
gradually changing this general picture with 
the publication of new secondary worts and 
with reprints or new publications of primary 
materialL 

The worts of Rose L. Glickman and Helen 
Celmina have come out of the new directions 
in the field and both mate important, although 
very different, contributions to its further 
development They both explore the voices of 
women who left few written sources and who 
have long been neglected by bistorianL 



I 
Glickman'• Russiaa Factory Women: 
Workplace and Society, 1811).1914 is a serious 
monograph of Russian women workers, while 
Celmina's Women in Soviet Prisons i1 a 
memoir by a Latviaa woman intent on 
preserving and documenting the 1torie1 of her 
sisters in a Soviet concentration camp. 

To be fully appreciated, Glickman'• work 
must be situated within the field of Russian 
labor history of the late nineteenth aad early 
twentieth centuries which has produced some 
of the best works of Russia social history to 
date. These works have brought forth the 
very complex and heterogeneous nature of 
Russian labor, situated as it was between field 
aad factory, village and city. Hi1toriaa1 have 
explored the dynamics of Russiaa labor by 
examining the disparate elements within it. 
Glickman hu further contributed to the 
overall picture of Russian labor by exploring 
a hitherto ignored sector of the workforce: 
women worken. In so doing, Glickman bu 
introduced gender into the study of the 
working class of Russia. Although this is 
nothing new in other area studies, it i1 a major 
step in Ruuiaa history. 

Glickman'• analysis of women workers is 
set against the backdrop of peasant tradition 
and cultW'e. Similar to their male 
counterparts, Rullian factory women left the 
village and traditional agricultural or 
handicraft occupations for work in the factory 
(whether in the cities or in the countryside} 
Unlike their male counterparts, women were 
leu likely to return to the village on a 
seasonal buis or to maintain farms or families 
in the countryside. Nevertheless, traditional 
attitudes, which Glickman label• peasant 
attitudes, persisted to determine the way 
factory women were perceived aad treated by 
male workers, factory officials, and 
intellectualL Male workers often viewed 
female workers a1 a threat since women were 
a source of cheap labor and could be hired to 
replace male labor in times of unrest. Factory 
officials viewed women workers as sober, 
stable, and more reliable than .male workerL 
Both male workers and factory officials often 
treated women workers with scorn, if not 
actual abuse. The intelligentsia saw women 

workers as passive and, in the main, postponed 
a resolution of the woman questioned until the 
revolution, at which time, it was augured, the 
socio-economic buis of women's exploitation 
would be eliminated and hence the woman 
question itseH. 

Glickmaa's analysis of women workers 
exposes many of these perceptions u myth. 
Although women workers were generally 
unskilled or semi-skilled and many were 
burdened with families in addition to factory 
work, when given the opportunity many 
women workers aspired to better themselves 
through courses and study circleL Women 
workers also surpassed their rural sisters in 
degree of literacy. In addition, Glickman 
shows that women were not entirely passive 
during the upheavals of ~ and, even though 
they tended not to articulate their protest in 
the same organized fashion as men, they 
participated actively in protest. The one issue 
which women rarely if ever protested was that 
of unequal wageL Glickman attributes this to 
the women's lepcy of subordination and 
submission, which perhaps more than anything 
determined the contour of factory women's 
labor and liveL Finally, Glickman questions 
the wisdom of the tactics of the Populists and 
the Social Democrats who tended to ignore the 
potential of women worker's political 
contribution and frequently neglected the 
specific problems of factory women. 

Glickman'• study of Ruuian factory 
women reveals that they were the underclau 
within the underclaaL Not only did they 
receive lower wages and suffer from 
consequent economic miseries, they were 
viewed by male workers, factory officials, and 
the intelligentsia as a kind of sub-specieL 
However misf ortunate for those involved, this 
is a significant f indiag for it introduces 
gender u a major factor in evaluating the 
dynamics of the Russian working clau as a 
whole, as well as its interactions with other 
social actorL Gender was no less importut 
than clau in determining the lot of the 
Russian factory woman. 

Glickman'• contribution to the field of 
Russian women's studies should not be 



underestimated. This book is the first 
monographic social history study of women in 
RussiL It will serve as a beacon for other 
scholars and should continue to be a mainstay 
of the literature for years to come. One hopes 
that Glickman will continue her work into the 
years of World War I and the Russian 
Revolution since the cut-off date of the 
monograph, 1914, is somewhat artificial and 
does leave the reader curious about women's 
contribution to the workforce during the war 
years and to the upheavals of 1917. 
Nevertheless, this problem does not detract 
from the immense value of Olickman's work. 

The exploration of previously neglected 
voices is continued by Helen Celmina in 
Women in Soviet Prisons. Celmina is a 
Latvian who was incarcerated for four yean 
in a Soviet concentration camp in Mordovia 
for possession of anti-Soviet materials (foreign 
reading material) with the intent of 
dissemination. Celmina chronicles her life and 
the lives of her sister prisonen in the camp. 
Within the genre of camp literature, the 
memoir is standard fare, unique only in that it 
coven a less well-traveled period, the 
Khrushchev, rather than the Stalin, erL The 
memoir does, however, present a very useful 
and valuable portrait of women prisonen of 
various ethnic, religious, and social 
backgrounds. 

Although the first half of Celmina's book 
is somewhat dry and overly preoccupied with 
the minute routine of prison life and 
regulations, the second half is lively and 
contains a very rich cast of characten expertly 
portrayed by the author. Celmina presents 
interesting information on women prosecuted 
for crime1 of faith. The author deacribet in 
great detail (and sympathy) the Jehovah 

witnesses, who even in camp managed to 
receive The Watchtower and continued to 
proselytize all and sundry. Eventually, with 
Celmina's aid, the Jehovah witnesses 
petitioned the state to release them when they 
discovered they had been charged under the 
wrong article of the criminal code and they 
were released. In fact, Celina helped many 
prisonen petition the state and gain early 
release or parole. This relative leniency 
certainly distinguishes the Khrushchev from 
the Stalin period. 

Celmina, however, saw no difference 
between the period&. Yet, in spite of her 
impressions of the continuity of repression, 
much of her own evidence is to the contrary. 
Although life continued to be one of misery in 
the camps, the misery pain in cmparison to 
the life described by Evgeniia Oinzburg in 
Journey into the Whirlwind on Stalin era 
camp life. In additon, the intelligentsia does 
not figure u the central actor in the 
Khrushchev era camp. Hardened criminals, 
white collar criminals, and religious peasant 
women dominated the Mordovian camp, as 
well as Celmina's fint residence of 
incarceration, the central prison in RigL 
Finally, what seems to be unique in this 
period is the ability, however iafrequeat, of 
prisoners to petition the state and gain their 
own release. 

Celmina's memoir is a valuable source of 
information on women in the camps, women of 
faith, and women of the underworld. It is an 
illuminating primary source for scholars aad 
students of Soviet history. Although it is not 
on the level of £ygc,niia Oinzburg's memoir -
aad the comparison is inevitable - Women in 
Soviet Priaon1 i1 an extremely interesting book 
and a Yaluable contribution to the field. 

••••••••• 
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Women in Southem Litenture. An Index. 
Compiled by Patricia Sweeney 
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1986) 

By Elizabdh E-,11111, Department of Englilla, GIIOl'gia 11lllitllt, of Tec"""1ogy 

An ambitious undertaking, this index 
draws "some UO) female chuacten" from 
novels, short stories, and plays "created by the 
South's most distinguished writers" - UM) of 
them. The index spans Southern Literature 
"from its beginninp through the present 
(mid-19851'; it excludes authors "who write 
about the south but who ue not native (Anne 
Tyler, however, is a Minnesota native and 
included) and "Southern-born writers whose 
worts ue set in other regionL" Roaden learn 
new titles and authors, but question why tho 
South's "most distinguished" writers includes 
so many obscure authorL 

Probably no one except Patricia Sweeney 
has read all of the worts cited here, but the 
reviewer a11umes errors exist about unfamiliu 
titles because so many exist about familiu 
oneL The twelve-page introduction, for 
example, comments on authors state by 
Southern state (fifteen if you count Missouri 
and Washington, D.C. which many Southerners 
would not) and usociates writers with their 
native states. It is curious, then, to find 
Tennessee Williams placed in Louisiana rather 
than his native Mississippi And Sweeney's 
enthusiasm for Hupcr Lee overshadows her 
judgment when she calls To Kill A 

Not Alien Enough 

Mockingbird "one of the best novels ever 
produced in the South." 

The errors about Flannery O'Connor, 
however, demonstrate the worst flaWL 
Sweeney repeats generalities that O'Couor 
scholars have resolutely refuted for years: 
"Almost all of the characters of Flannery 
O'Connor ue grotesque" and "nowhere in 
previous Southern literature, with the possible 
exception of Poe's eerie females, have the likes 
of O'Connor's grotosquo women been seen." In 
"the Enduring Chill" she lists "Asbury, MrL" 
and "Asbury, Muy George." The surname of 
these women is Fox; Asbury is tho son's given 
name. Without explaining why, Sweeney lists 
the main character in "Good Country People" 
both as "Hopewell, Joy" and "Joy-HulgL" and 
to call Mrs. Greenleaf f'Greenleaf") "the wife 
of a faith-healer who helps him in his wort" is 
simply to have misread O'Connor. Similar 
errors about other authors exist 

Even Appendix A is disappointing: it 
suggests that women characten ue, for 
example, "Black Mammies" or "Spinsters" and 
nothing more. Flawed judgments and 
inaccurate identifications prevent the index 
from being a reliable reference boot. 

Aliem: A Film by James · Qlmeron 

By DillM Car1t111, Depart1IWJII of Mau COIUUl1licatiou, SI. U1tlU COllllflllllity Colkg, at M,rt111tec 

Given the nature of American consumer 
taste, the sheer populuity of Aliens coupled 
with its promotional campaign and rave 
reviews uo enough to make anyone wuy 
about going to see the film. Having squirmed 
through its 1919 precursor, I f cit doubly 

hesitant But since rm teaching science fiction 
film this semester and in boaost moments must 
admit to enjoying the occasional, coatrolled 
fright, I gave in to Aliens' promise to thrill 
and entertain me which, in its own ponerse 
way, it did. 



Yes, Sigourney Weaver is terrific u the 
powerful, determined Ripley who returns S7 
years after her Alien adventure to discover 
the fate of colonists who have bad the 
mitfortune of being maliciously sent to the 
xenomorpbs' planet And, yes, the emotional 
roller coaster ride through the last hour and a 
half of battles exhausts the nervous system 
long before the film ends. As a result, the 
audience gets the visceral payoff most sci-fi 
films deliver: it feels purged of suppressed 
primal fears, having faced and conquered what 
must surely be evil incarnate. Having said 
that, there's much more to account for in this 
experience than a fling with terror, and it's 
then we discover that Aliens is not really alien 
enough. We recognize the all too familiar, 
deeply embedded, seemingly inescapable 
misogyny of mainstream film. In the depths 
of Aliens the real nightmare resides: a 
monster mother. 

The writer-director James Cameron signals 
his intent to play with sex-role reversals as 
soon as the Marine platoon appears. 
Immediately after awakening for their arrival 
at the infamous planet LB426, Private Vasquez 
(Jenette Goldstein) displays her muscular 
ability with powerful pull-ups that elicit one 
of the film's best exchanges. A male Marine 
asks her, "Have you ever been mistaken for a 
man'r' Vasquez bites back, "No, have your 
Verbally and physically as tough as nails, she's 
all macho bravado and her answer to every 
threat is to blow it away with a barrage of 
words or bullets. 

Immediately after Vasquez's pull-ups, 
Aliens experiences a virtual panic over this 
macho woman. We witness an offensive 
chauvinistic backlash in case some audience 
members feel a remedial repulsion to this 
female body builder or need the reassurance 
of the sexist status quo. In the following 
dinner scene, the male crew indulges in sexist 
comments, making clear that all they hope for 
on this planet is good sex. So the liberated 
women of the crew are neutralized with sexist 
banter and, at least temporarily, "put in their 
place." 

And consider the character of Gorman 
(William Hope), the hopelessly incompetent, 

inexperienced lieutenant in charge. During 
the Marines' first foray into the compound, 
Ripley points out to him that the squad i1 
located under the nuclear beat exchanger and, 
if tlaey fire their eeallitleraMe ar1eHI, they 
risk starting a thermonuclear explosion, 
something that had escaped Gorman'• notice. 
He orders the ammunition collected, but 
Vasquez, never unprepared for warfare, has 
enough extra ammo for herself and others. On 
that and other occuions she fires quickly and 
with real gusto; one woman's brawn 
compromises the other's brains. Ideally, we 
want to endorse both Vasquez's physical 
readiness and Ripley's intelligent evaluation of 
the situation. Intellectually, we recognize the 
danger of a Rambo response to everything, 
while we're manipulated into enjoying the 
blissful release of tension u Vasquez blasts 
away. We're also being prepared to accept the 
fact that, as one ad says, "This time it's war" 
and brawn will have to complement brains to 
survive, a desirable combination Ripley 
possesses in most of the scenes. But before 
moving on to Ripley, Vasquez's demise 
deserves comment because it qualifies her 
tough independent stance. 

Late in the film V~uez brings up the 
rear when the remaining Marine group flees 
their infiltrated area. Running out of 
firepower, she's a sure victim of a monster, 
which means she'll experience the horror of 
becoming an incubator for another female's 
offspring. The revived Gorman returns to her 
and delivers their merciful suicide with his 
band grenade. Tough to the end, Vasquez's 
last line to Gorman, whom she's wanted to kill 
earlier for endangering their lives, is, "You 
always were a pain in the ass, Gorman." And 
their hands join to cover the grenade just 
before they blow themselves to bits, Marine 
buddies at heart to the bitter, but preferable, 
end The macho persona of Vasquez is 
circumscribed while Gorman redeems himself 
from bis earlier paralysis and fear. (He was 
conveniently knocked out after Ripley took 
command from him.) This can certainly be 
viewed as a satisfactory conclusion to their 
relationship, and it might even be praised for 
avoiding the pitfall of two dimensional 
characters who are either heroes or cowards 



but never both. Still he is granted a heroic, 
altruistic final act, a redemption I've never 
seen granted an equally incompetent woman. 

We do have Ripley to cling to, with her 
name suggesting both male brawn and female 
curves, a name as androgynous as she is for 
most of the film. Despite the high praise for 
her character in Alien. she's more admirable 
here, aggressive in the face of male 
incompetence, taking control on more than one 
occasion and speaking authoritatively 
throughout In Aliens there's really little 
beyond her character to challenge 
conventional roles. For example, in Alien. 
Lambert (Veronica Cartwright) stands 
paralyzed with f car and trembling in her fatal 
encounter with the monster as Parker (Yaphet 
Kotto) does his best to save her, a typical male 
rescuer-woman victim scenario. Parter is also 
primarily responsible for rescuing Ripley from 
the android Ash's (Ian Holm) attack. But on 
the whole, .Ripley is collected and intelligent, 
compromised seriously only by the 
gratuitously voyeuristic scene when she strips 
to her bikini underpants and short t-shirt so 
the camera can exploit several tearing angles. 
She never undresses quite so far in Aliens but 
does strip down to her sweaty t-shirt for her 
final foray. It's ironic and noteworthy that 
men make a f ctish of their own suiting up 
rather than stripping down for final battle 
scenes. Even here the men, particularly Hicks 
(Michael Bichn1 look like knights with their 
armor to protect them against the monster's 
acid body fluid. And Aliens' closing sequence 
includes the now seemingly obligatory bikini 
pants and t-shirt shot It doesn't seem to be 
quite de rigueur sleepwear since Newt and 
others wear clothes, mating the sexist purpose 
quite clear. 

So while Aliens flirts with some atypical 
character elements, it really wants it both 
ways: to include some unique combinations 
without really disturbing retrograde 
delineations. Witness Hudson (Bill Paxton~ 
the unnerved man who delivers some very 
funny lines. When Ripley directs him to do 
his job, he does it without having to be 
slapped to bis senses, the treatment for many 
hysterical women in similar circumstances. 

Witness Ripley, who must be pulled to safety 
and her senses by Hicks. After Newt has been 
captured by an alien, Ripley loses her common 
sense. In fact, Ripley, Hicks, and Newt 
constitute an interesting nuclear family that 
survives its own particular horror. But here'• 
the shocker: it is finally and most importantly 
thanks to Ripley that they survive while 
Hicks, with his eyes bandaged, must be 
drugged by the android Pity the man who 
loots upon this Medusa. 

The sheer audio and visual onslaught of 
the extended battles in Aliens is stunningly 
powerful. But within the action that keeps us 
emotionally preoccupied, to say the least, 
several elements seriously qualify any feminist 
endorsement The monster, voraciously 
protecting the recruiting incubators for future 
generations, is above all else the perverse 
mother who must be destroyed. Interestingly, 
the theme of a perverse mother is in place in 
Alien. albeit in a quite different fashion. 
There, when Ash and Ripley enter the most 
protected chamber of their ship Nostromo, 
they go to talk to Mother. This computer, like 
2001'1 Hal (who is never called father) has been 
programmed to sacrifice the crew in order to 
return a specimen to Barth. To be fair and 
complete, the company behind all this bears 
ultimate blame, and it is even more 
reprehensible in Aliens in the person of 
Carter J. Burke (Paul Reiser) who puts a price 
on everything and acknowledges the value of 
only himself. But we can not overlook the 
fact that in Alien the unemotional monster 
computer answers to the !lame of Mother. 

In Aliens. hatred of the perverse mother is 
visited upon a live, horrid monster. Most 
significantly, the catalyst to the final battle 
thematically connects Mother and Ripley: the 
strongest drive for survival is, at its core, the 
maternal instinct aroused in Ripley for the 
orphaned, resourceful Newt and similarly in 
Mother for her young. Good and evil are 
physically and thematically linked This battle 
pits the good mother against the bad It'• 
about not abandoning our "orphaned" children 
to metamorphosize into some kind of animal 
we detest As Ripley knows when she returns 
into the bowels of the compound for Newt, 



she'• not dead in there, •he's just being 
incubated by a perverse mother. Newt's name 
suggests her place is not yet determined -
land or water - and the stage of development 
in newts is difficult to ascertain. She can go 
either way. 

Monster Mother, a huge terror, all 
gnashing teeth and slime, fights Ripley, the 
independent woman converted to her most 
altruistic motherly self confronting her own 
grotesque mirror image. Aliens is Rambo and 
Beowulf writ large. This is Supermom indeed 
in a film motivated by a vengeance against all 
bad mothers and an excessive indulgence in 
maternal hate. Birth and incubation have 
never been so slimy and repulsive. The drive 
for reproduction has never been less 
attractive. And the wrathful mother has never 
been more hateful nor have we ever desired 
her annihilation more. Aliens even quiets 
down for an unusual calm moment when 
Ripley realizes she's in the nursery so we can 
dwell on its horror and Mom's unstoppable egg 
laying. To add to the insult, Monster Mom is 
incapacitated by her reproductive functions, a 
victim of her seL Only after the assault by 
Ripley releases her from the ovipositer is she 
free to seek revenge for the young who have 
been destroyed 

Her annihilation is ironically po11ible with 
help from technology's marvelous power. The 
good mom needs help and is aided by the 
android Bishop even after he's literally torn in 
half. Early in the film, the dialogue lets us 
bow that this android is an improvement on 
the inferior model in Alien, one unemotional 
man saving the memory of another, yet 
another man redeemed This film does not 
permit even the lingering bad taste of a man 
who doesn't perform courageously- except 
Burke, who never does and who ends up a 
monster's victim. But the film cuts away from 
his destruction though we sec the blood of 
Faro, the woman pilot, and the pain of several 
other victims. There is no such thing as 

equitable presentation of the sexes in this film 
and, all rumors to the contrary, men still 
receive preferential treatment 

What Allena does off er is a determined 
good mother who risks her life for the child 
and in triumphing saves her world To its 
credit, the woman is strong but of course also 
beautiful and emotional, vulnerable but 
determined - the perfect creature. Also to its 
credit, it mocks male-female dichotomies, 
while to its discredit it takes back with one 
hand what it nervously grants with the other. 
It compromises its own characters with its 
insistence on men redeeming themselves and a 
heroic woman who must be rescued at least 
once and doubly aided by machine and 
android in the climaL Nevertheleu I must 
confess to an outrageous delight even in 
Ripley's qualified strength, competence, and 
usertiveneu, a delight no doubt engendered 
by scores of films in which clearly competent 
women remain quiet or, worse yet, are stifled 
Of course, u usual, the woman must be tied 
down. Ripley ends up with the promise of a 
desirable man in Hicks and a ready-made 
family, no single heroic figure riding into the 
sunset for her or, worse yet, slimy deliveries. 
But most importantly to its discredit, the 
monster is the most perverse mother 
imaginable, the mother who gives us 
nightmares so painful that she robs us of the 
pleasure of the healing sleep and dreaming 
about which there is repeated mention. She is 
the perverse female who must be aborted from 
the womb of the ship before Ripley has 
earned the right to hear what Newt calls her 
immediately after closing the womb/hold As 
Ripley picks her up, Newt says, "Mommie." So 
in the last scene they can all finally sleep and 
dream, a f ctal hyperslecp from which we 
assume they will not be awakened (until the 
sequel} Of course, science fiction adventure 
films arc always supposed to return us safely 
home, and Aliens certainly does this. 
Unf ortunatcly, we've never really strayed very 
far . 

••••••••• 
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